The current study demonstrates that fullerenes with sizes between 1.9 nm and 3.3 nm serve as an efficient electrical hinges for interconnecting sub-5 nm carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Three modes of such "soft connections" were validated via transmission electron microscopy employing in-situ nano-manipulation and electrical transportation measurement. A high stability of the electrical connectivity caused by the forces acting between the fullerene and nanotubes was detected. Current densities as high as $10 8 A/cm 2 , which almost reached the current carrier capability of CNTs, were observed within the nanocontact and a low contact resistivity ($10 À8 XÁcm 2 ) was observed between the fullerene and nanotubes. V C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4714682] Electrical devices containing small-diameter nanowires have attracted considerable research interest because of their enhanced properties and potential application in the sensor, transistor, and solar cell fields.
1, 2 The design and optimization of the electrical connection between nanowires is one of the most important issues in such electrical devices. 3, 4 Several methods have been proposed to solve this problem. Hu et al. 3 used the on-site growth method to connect carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and silicon nanowires by directly growing the nanowire on the tip of the CNT. Electrical measurements indicate that the contact has a rectifying property similar to a metal-semiconductor junction. Wang et al.
5 fabricated interconnections between small-sized CNTs with good mechanical resilience through the deposition of amorphous carbon followed by electrical heating. Recently, Rodríguez-Manzo et al. 6 proposed the e-beam irradiation of metal-filled CNTs to fabricate a two-junction CNT-metal-CNT connection, which possesses metallic conductivity and robust mechanical properties. Although all of the above methods lead to fixed interconnections with non-modifiable geometries, "soft connections" are required for designing flexible circuits that permit the relative rotations of nanowires without perturbing their electrical connectivity. Therefore, the current study proposes the idea of an "electrical hinge" (Figure 1 ). The prototype of this concept consists of a sphere-shaped fullerene connecting two CNTs. With this geometry, the two CNTs can support repeated bending and torsion by modifying their orientation (mode I) or distance (mode II) appropriately. In other situations, the fullerene can move alone without displacement of the immobilized CNTs (mode III). An in-situ technique employing a STM-TEM (Nanofactory Instruments) setup was used to elaborate the prototype structure, validate the different modalities of the soft connection, and check the stability of the electrical connectivity during the motion of the so-realized "hinges." It was demonstrated that the "electrical hinges" those efficiently serve as "soft connections" exhibit a high current carrier capability and low interface contact resistance with the adjacent CNTs, thus, showing their potential use in carbon-based circuits.
For experiments, the multiwall CNTs were absorbed on the surface of a freshly cut Au wire with a diameter of 2 mm to elaborate in situ the aforementioned hinges. They were then fixed into the TEM-STM holder and inserted under a Tecnai G20 microscope in an electromagnetic shielded room (see supporting information for details 46 ). The CNTs had diameters varying from several nanometers to several tens of nanometers and lengths of several hundreds of nanometers (see supporting information for the CNT characterization 46 ). The CNT attached to the Au wire (first electrode) was driven until it connects with the counter electrode having a fixed Au tip (see supporting information 46 ). A large current pulse was subsequently applied to break the CNT, thus, forming graphene flakes and a small fullerene near the breaking point of the CNT. Both parts of the broken CNT were then brought into contact through the fullerene to establish the "soft connection" (i.e., the fullerene hinge: CNT-fullerene-CNT). Current-voltage (I-V) scans and images were acquired (typically, time for get one I-V curve needs <1 s) 30 min after the insertion of the holder, under a low e-beam density. These cautions permit the minimization of sample vibrations and irradiation damages. Moreover, liquid nitrogen cooling was used to decrease contamination. ) shows the selected TEM images of the fullerene-based connections corresponding to the three contact modes. In each mode, the CNT on the left side has an outer diameter of 3.3 6 0.1 nm with a wall thickness of 1.2 6 0.1 nm, which corresponds to a four-or five-layered multiwall CNT. The CNT on the right side has an average diameter of around 4.4 nm and is coated with tiny graphite flakes. The fullerene has an outer diameter of 2.5 6 0.1 nm and a wall thickness of around 0.6 6 0.1 nm. These dimensions are similar to those of a C 720 , with a single-or double-layered structure. 7, 8 The a)
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 193111 (2012) contact interface between the CNT and fullerene is assumed to be circular, with an area of approximately S ¼ 0.8 nm 2 (corresponds to a contact diameter d $ 1.0 nm, estimated from direct measurement based on many TEM images. See the measurement in Fig. s4 . 46 ). After the establishment of each connection type, an electrical solicitation was applied according to successive cycles shown in Figure 3 . In mode I ("Ia" and "Ib"), the left CNT moves down the plane of the image while the fullerene position remains almost unchanged (see supporting information for the different movie illustrations 46 ). In mode II, the distance between the two CNTs slightly decreases from that in image "Ia" to "Ib" with the fullerene moving in the direction perpendicular to the image. In mode III ("IIIa" and "IIIb"), the fullerene moves significantly from one side of the CNTs to the other one without any CNTs motion. Interestingly, other types of motions were observed during the electrical solicitation, but all of them (more than 50 examples) can be described as a combination of these three elemental contact modes. In all cases, the physical connection was preserved during the entire electrical solicitation. This is true even if, in some experiments, the fullerene hinges underwent some carbon evaporation that led to a significant shrinkage of approximately 30% in diameter (from 2.7 6 0.1 nm to 1.9 6 0.1 nm).
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To study deeper the stability of the contact under an applied voltage, the I-V curves related to the fullerene hinges were measured using the setup detailed in the supporting information. 46 The contact stability is related to several parameters, such as the current through the contact, the temperature at the contact, and the detailed contact structure. Figure 3 shows typical I-V curves of the three elemental contact modes as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . These curves are very smooth, indicating that although the connection moved in a random manner, the electrical contact between the fullerene and CNTs was well maintained. This is certainly due to the fact that majority of the forces acting upon the connection are attractive. First is Van de Waals force (f vdw ), [9] [10] [11] which contributes attractive force and always present in nanoscale systems. The second force is related to the formation of covalent carbon bonds (CCBs) (single, double, or/and triple) between the fullerene and CNTs. This force provides additional force/energy (f ccb /E ccb ) acting against the interface detachment. CCBs can be formed at room temperature by the migration of defects [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or the presence of stresses. 17 During the I-V measurements, the probability of CCB formation is also highly enhanced by the temperature increase caused by the electrical heating at the vicinity of the contact. 18, 19 The third is the electrical Coulomb force (f ec ), which is dependent on the distance (f ec $ d
À2
). When the fullerene disconnects from the CNT, opposite charges appear at the tip of the CNT and on the fullerene, immediately inducing an attracting f ec (see supporting information sm5 46 ). Note that the charge accumulation around the electrodes was also recently observed between the electrically connected electrodes, 20, 21 suggesting that f ec exists even in the case of a good physical contact between the fullerene and CNT.
In some cases, such as that of the I-V curve in Figure 3 (mode III), the electrical transportation was suddenly broken, suggesting several other possibilities that influence the stability of the fullerene hinge. The first of which could be the force caused by the random fullerene motion due to the excitation of the phonon modes by the incident electron (f e-h ) that has already been observed by several researchers. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] f e-h occurs when a branch of the mode is excited by the injected carriers. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] This kind of force should be relatively small because of the relatively large fullerene and the small amplitude of the vibration. A more efficient effect results FIG. 1. Three elemental contact modes of the "electrical hinges" realized by connecting two CNTs via a fullerene. In contact mode I, the CNTs can change their relative angle by tilt and rotation. In contact mode II, the fullerene moves along the lateral direction. The orange and blue points indicate the position change of the fullerene. In contact mode III, the fullerene can rotate around the CNTs. In all modes, the connections are mechanically "soft" and the electrical connectivity is preserved. Note the CNTs and fullerene could be multilayer structures, as the situation observed in the current experiments.
FIG. 2. TEM images of the three contact modes of the CNTs connected via a fullerene. The arrows show the different fullerene locations during electrical solicitation. In mode I (Ia and Ib), the CNT undergoes some displacement while the fullerene position remains almost unchanged. In mode II (IIa and IIb), the fullerene moves in the direction perpendicular to the image. In mode III (IIIa and IIIb), the fullerene moves from one side to the other. Bar ¼ 10 nm.
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Wan et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 193111 (2012) from the Lorentz force (f lz ), which is created by the magnetic field of approximately 2 T that exists around the sample under the TEM microscope. 29 According to the geometry of the experimental setup, f lz is directly proportional to the current (f lz $ I), acts perpendicularly to the CNTs, 29 and tends to destroy the contact. Considering that the electrical instabilities are generally observed at high currents (see Figure 3 and the movies in the supporting information 46 ), f lz is probably responsible for the detachment of the fullerene from the contact site. Third, the temperature increase due to the electrical heating at high currents [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] can lead to the sublimation of carbon atoms [32] [33] [34] at the vicinity of the contact site, and then cause the disconnection of the soft junction ensured by the fullerene. Although the direct relation between the interface bond broken during the I-V scan and the measured electrical instability was not established, high temperature causing CCBs loss could be an important aspect in the high temperature stability. More importantly, the large current density that flows through the small system and the deformation of the components which lead to the contact failure like in a fuse makes significance of the CCBs at the interface on the contact stability. Also, the e-beam irradiation should be considered under the current experimental set up, as the knock-off process probably causes the lost of carbon atoms at the interface and breaks the interface CCBs. 18, 19 Furthermore, It is worth to mention that the Lorentz force and the ebeam effect should be absent in ordinary applications, where the formation of CBBs between fullerene and CNTs becomes the most important aspect. As a consequence, the application of the hinge connection under a moderate current level (a contact temperature not too high) should ensure a better stability for the electrical transportation.
Under a voltage of 2 V, the current was relatively stable with a current of approximately 7 lA regardless of the connection mode of fullerene hinge. Assuming that the contact area is approximately 0.8 nm 2 , a current density of 9 Â 10 8 A/cm 2 passing through the fullerene could be obtained (for a current of 7 lA). This density almost reaches the sustainable carrier capacity of the CNTs. 35 Even if the fullerene evaporates under high temperatures, the evaporation can be compensated by the formation of CCBs between the fullerene and CNTs, which insures the stable high current carrier capability.
The contact resistance between the CNT and fullerene was estimated by studying the two different configurations of a connection (Figures 4(a) and 4(b) ). The geometry was verified under in-situ manipulation and observation in order to ensure each kind of contact and that it was not modified during the I-V curve measurements (see supporting information for methods in construction of the two kinds of contacts 46 ). The contact resistances between the two CNTs and between the CNT and fullerene were denoted as R cc and R cf , respectively. Moreover, the resistance of the fullerene was assumed to be negligible. , respectively. The insets show the contact structure and equivalent electrical circuit under the two contact geometries, respectively. R cf denotes the contact resistance between the fullerene and CNT, R cc represents that between the two CNTs, and R ext indicates the resistance relative to the rest of the circuit.
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Wan et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 193111 (2012) circuits of both configurations. In Figure 4 (a) (the first configuration), the resistance equivalent to the soft connection can be assimilated as two serially connected R cf values parallel to R cc . The resistance of the whole circuit is then given as
where R ext is the resistance relative to the rest of the circuit (except the connection). R ext corresponds to the resistance of the CNTs themselves and the contact resistance between the CNTs and Au electrodes. In Figure 4 (b) (the second configuration), the fullerene is simply serially connected to the CNTs. Thus, the resistance of the whole circuit is now given as R cf =cf ¼ 2R cf þ R ext . R ext is the same in both relations because all parts of the circuits (CNTs, fullerene, electrodes, and so on) are identical in both cases. Although the small gap between the two CNTs may possibly induces tunneling current, it is suggested that the tunneling current should be much smaller comparing with the contact current, thus, it is also negligible. Considering that the resistance difference between both conditions, that is 
38-40
This unexpected result was verified by more than 10 similar experiments based on the same principles. The low contact resistance as well as the high current carrier capability between the fullerene and CNT can be attributed to two aspects. The first one is the good infiltration between the fullerene and CNTs. This infiltration, which was proven to obtain a good electrical contact between CNTs and metals such as Ti or Pd, 39, 41 is significant because the CNTs and fullerene are composed of the same carbon atoms. The second one is the formation of CCBs at the interface between the fullerene and CNTs. [42] [43] [44] [45] These CCBs significantly improve the contact conductance of the fullerene and CNTs, as evidenced by the unusually high densities of states near the Fermi level. [42] [43] [44] [45] In summary, the possibility of using fullerene as a nanoscale hinge-like connection was validated in situ via TEM observations using nanomanipulators and electrical transportation measurements. Fullerenes with sizes varying from 3.3 6 0.1 nm to 1.9 6 0.1 nm ensured a good electrical contact subjected to different connection types. These connections can be described using a combination of the three elemental contact modes. 
